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Our investment approach is team based with all portfolio managers having specific areas of 

research focus and access to and input from the wider Momentum Global Investments team.

The Momentum Passive Plus Dynamic Portfolio aims to deliver growth in 
real terms aligned to the risk profile of the solution, with anticipated volatility 
in the range of 10-14%. The portfolio aims to operate within the 'low 
medium' risk profile. The portfolio will invest across a range of asset classes 
using passive instruments.

Actual performance may vary subject to the timely execution of orders.
Sources: Morningstar, MGIM, unless otherwise stated.  ¹The Momentum Passive Plus Portfolios ’ returns are net of the AMC and underlying fund charges but do not take into account the 
platform provider’s charges. Performance may also differ depending upon which platform is used to access the Momentum Passive Plus Portfolios d ue to different rebates and fees agreed with 
the Fund Manager by the Platforms.
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Portfolio return 3.4 5.1 9.9 11.6 17.9 32.9 6.9
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Momentum Passive Plus Dynamic Portfolio IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

Source: Morningstar, MGIM
The value of the underlying funds and the income generated from them can go down as
well as up, and is not guaranteed. Investors may not get back the original amount
invested. The value of investments involving exposure to foreign currencies can be
affected by currency exchange rate fluctuations. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance.
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Executive

• Three critical connected factors drove markets in Q1: economic activity across the developed world surprised on the upside; inflation proved to be more persistent; 
and labour markets remained tight.

• Bonds responded to the likelihood of rates staying higher for longer with yields up across the maturity curve.

• Credit and higher risk parts of the fixed income markets outperformed government bonds due to the yield carry and waning fears of recession.

• Equity investors were buoyed by the resilience of economic activity and were prepared to look through the delays in interest rate cuts.

• While the US has led market performance for a long period, and has been making new all-time highs this year, other developed markets have also pushed to new 
highs, including several in Europe and, after a 34 year wait, Japan.

• Despite high real rates and a strong dollar, the gold price moved up sharply late in the quarter to a new all-time high.

• Global developed markets returned 3.2% with emerging markets returning 2.5%. Within developed equities, UK small and large caps were the strongest 
performers over the month returning 5.5% and 4.9% respectively. UK small caps and the US were the laggards, returning 2.5% and 3.1% respectively.

• UK gilts and UK investment grade corporate bonds returned 1.8% and 1.6% in March, whilst US treasuries and US investment grade corporate bonds returned 
0.8% and 1.4% respectively, unchanged by the dollar which was flat against the pound.
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ASSET ALLOCATION GEOGRAPHIC ALLOCATION

Allocations subject to change.   Source: MGIM

TOP TEN HOLDINGS PORTFOLIO DETAILS

HOLDING PORTFOLIO DETAILS

1. Vanguard FTSE UK All Share Index 28.5%

2. Fidelity Index World 27.5%

3. Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index 23.5% Inception 1 March 2016

4. L&G Global Infrastructure Index 4.0% Currency GBP

5. Fidelity Index Japan 4.0% Minimum investment

6. iShares Environment & Low Carbon Tilt Real Estate Index 4.0% Investment timeframe 6 years +

7. L&G Emerging Markets Government Bond 4.0% Target volatility 10-14%

8. Neuberger Berman Uncorrelated Strategies (GBP hedged) 1.5% Benchmark IA Mixed Investment  40-85% Shares

9. Redwheel Global Convertibles 1.0% AMC

10. - - OCF²

Source: MGIM
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Momentum Global Investment Management Ltd
The Rex Building, 62 Queen Street, London EC4R 1EB
momentum.co.uk
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Equity 83.5%

Fixed income 5.0%

Real assets 8.0%

Alternatives 1.5%

Cash & money market 2.0%

As at 28.03.2024, 0.31% of the Net Asset Value of the portfolio was incurred as charges, levies and 
fees related to the management of the portfolio. The ratio does not include platform provider ʼs charges.
²

United Kingdom 15.8%

North America 41.2%

Europe ex-UK 5.8%

Asia Pacific ex-Japan 2.1%

Japan 7.1%

Emerging markets 26.8%

Other 1.2%

Factsheet asset allocation percentages are in some cases based on the normalised (or benchmark) asset allocations of investee funds, as opposed to the actual exposures of those funds at the date of
the factsheet. This reflects the expected average allocation over time which will result from decisions to hold particular funds.
This material is confidential and is intended solely for the use of the person or persons to whom it is given or sent and may not be reproduced, copied or given, in whole or in part, to any other person. It
is not an invitation to subscribe and is by way of information only. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be solely relied on in making an investment or
other decision. If you are considering investing in the Momentum Passive Plus Portfolios ("Portolios") clients should consult a suitably qualified and approved Financial Adviser. The performance
shown represents performance of the Portfolios that are periodically restructured and rebalanced based on the impact of material, economic and market factors that influence MGIM’s decision-making
on asset allocation. The Portfolios are applied to client accounts by the platform provider but it may take some time for the client accounts to mirror the performance of the Portfolios. It is for this
reason that client accounts may not have achieved exactly the same returns as the Portfolios. The performance of the Portfolios is based on the actual performance of the underlying funds included in
the portfolios. These performance figures have not been audited by an external body. The value of investments may go down as well as up and the value will depend on fluctuations in financial markets
outside MGIM’s control, as a result an investor may not get back the amount invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance and reference to a security is not a recommendation to
buy or sell that security.
This material is issued and approved by MGIM, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). MGIM is registered in England and Wales No. 03733094. Registered Office: The
Rex Building, 62 Queen Street, London EC4R 1EB.

Prior to 15.04.2024 the Momentum Passive Plus Dynamic Portfolio was known as pi Dynamic Portfolio.


